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‘in an age of ecological awareness there 
is no one scale to rule them all” 

“thousands of equally legitimate 
spatiotemporal scales have suddenly 
become available and signifcant to 
humans.” 

- morton, 2018, ‘Being Ecological’ 

“collective human temporality now 
has to be thought of on at least three 
diferent scales: on the scale of a 
human history that has generated 
multiple inequalities between humans, 
on the scale of a humanity that has 
become an agent as a species, and 
on the scale of a geological power 
that transforms the planet’s physical 
nature.” 

- heise, 2019, ‘Science Fiction and the 
Time Scales of the Anthropocene’ 





Then suddenly, as though from some unexpected impact, Yente 
sees everything from above: herself, the balding top of old Shorr’s 
head – in his struggle with her body, he has lost his cap. 

And this is how it is now, how it will be: Yente sees all. 

- tokarczuk/ croft, 2018. ‘The Books of Jacob’ 



In her scattered state, it seems to her she won’t be able to return to 
the hardwood foor of this world. So be it. It’s better here – times 
intermingle, overlap. How could she ever have believed in the fow 
of time? She had thought time fowed! Now she fnds it funny. 

- tokarczuk/ croft, 2018. ‘The Books of Jacob’ 





Katascopos (kata – downward; skopos – view, or target) 



 

“In the simplicity of a continual present, which embraces the vistas 
of the future and the past, and he considers all this in the act of 
knowing as though all things were going on at once” 

- boethius, Consolatio Philosophiae 5 

praevidentia - foresight (seeing ahead in time) 

providentia - oversight (seeing all time at once) 



“The image identifes 
mundus, a spatial concept, 
with saeculum a temporal 
one” 

“saeculum ... denotes the 
denotes the fnite realm 
that undergoes cyclical 
(calendrical) change 
punctuated by singular 
(historical) events until the 
consummation of the ages.” 

- kupfer, 2016. 



“the map works visually to pull the reader’s attention upward from 
the specifcs on which the text instructed, to the holistic totality 
that made knowledge of the manuscript’s contents meaningful. 
The image efects the cognitive shift of the ‘overview’, our own 
metaphor on which generalization depends.” 

- kupfer, 2016 







“The stupendous epiphany of the world’s entire compass; the 
sudden apprehension of all things in a single synoptic gaze; the 
fash recognition of man’s true place in a divinely ordained scheme 
and, a fortiori, comprehension of the insignifcance of his works 
– these are the afective and cognitive responses that the Map’s 
revelation from behind closed doors was meant to induce. They 
are also topoi that belong to the cosmic vision or the celestial 
prospect, and its rhetorical equivalent, the aerial view from an 
elevated observatory or specula.” 

- kupfer, 2016 















“I happened to glance out of one of the 
still clear windows just at the moment the 
Earth appeared over the lunar horizon. 
It was the most beautiful, heart-catching 
sight of my life … Raging nationalistic 
interests, famines, wars, pestilences 
don’t show from that distance.” 

- borman, cited in lekan, 2016. 



“all seems not just mythically about the god trick of seeing everything from 
nowhere, but to have put the myth into ordinary practice.” 

“that view of infnite vision is an illusion, a god trick… only partial perspective 
promises objective vision. All Western cultural narratives about objectivity are 
allegories of the ideologies governing the relations of what we call mind and 
body, distance and responsibility.” 

haraway, 1988. 



“the fractal – whether in digital, analog, or ocular form – provides a more efective 
index of a pot-Holocene critical practice, energizing an earth-wide network of 
connections of amidst a fragmented, unequal, and exuberant world of diference.” 

lekan, 2016. 



















..Seeing everything means recognizing the ultimate fact that all things that exist 
are mutually connected into a single whole, even if the connections between them 
are not yet known to us. Seeing everything also means a completely diferent kind 
of responsibility for the world, because it becomes obvious that every gesture 
“here” is connected to a gesture “there,” that a decision taken in one part of the 
world will have an efect in another part of it, and that diferentiating between 
“mine” and “yours” starts to be debatable.” 

tokarczuk, 2019 









“Ognosia (French ognosie, Polish ognozja)—a narratively oriented, ultrasynthetic 
process that, refecting objects, situations, and phenomena, tries to organize 
them into a higher interdependent meaning; cf. → plenitude. Colloquially: the 
ability to approach problems synthetically by looking for order both in narratives 
themselves and in details, small parts of the whole. 

Ognosia focuses on extra-cause-and-efect and extralogical chains of events, 
preferring the so-called → welding, → bridges, → refrains, → synchronicities. A 
connection is often suggested between ognosia and → the Mandelbrot fractal 
set as well as → chaos theory. It is sometimes perceived as an alternative type 
of religious attitude, i.e. → altreligion, which seeks the so-called consolidating 
force not in some superbeing, but rather in inferior, “low” beings, the so-called 
→ ontological odds and ends.” 

tokarczuk, 2022 


